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interests in the Balkans, because he would otherwise have
caused such dissatisfaction at the Ballplatz as to have
seriously weakened the alliance which still remained the
corner-stone of German foreign policy. But much more
often his instructions to the German Ambassador in Vienna
were in the direction of holding back Austria from taking
action against Serbia, from antagonizing Russia, and from
other reckless measures.' Sometimes Austria heeded the
advice, and sometimes she did not. But to represent Ger-
many as exercising a complete control over her ally, as so
many writers have done, is altogether incorrect. It was not
until after the World War began and Austria exhibited such
military weakness and failure that Germany gradually
assumed that complete control over her ally's destiny which
popular opinion ordinarily attributes to her.83
THE RACCONIGI BAEGAIN OF OCTOBER, 1909
While Germany was thus working, on the whole, to
restrain Austria and lessen the tension in the Balkans,
Russia was actively preparing for the "inevitable" conflict
between Slavdom and Germandom, which would bring
about the final realization of Russia's historic mission in
regard to Constantinople and the Straits, and incidentally
the realization of Serbia's ambition for a "Greater Serbia"
at Austria's expense. With this in view, Izvolski arranged
that the Tsar should visit Victor Emmanuel at the castle
of Racconigi, south of Turin, in October, 1909. He indi-
83 On Austro-German relations, 1909-1914, see G.P., XXVII-XXXVII,
passim; Pribram, pp. 268-298; Brandenburg, pp. 315 rT,, 337 ff., 362 ff. For
some examples of Germany's restraint upon Austria or non-support of
her policies, see for instance, Conrad's comments in regard to Serbia (III,
77, 78, 164-9, 258, 404, 595-8), Albania (III, 63-64, 77, 108, 136, 268-9, 323,
586), Rumania (429-432, 671), Montenegro (III, 166-7, 318-9), Turkey (IF
27, 644-5), the preservation of peace (78-81, 102, 239), and in general (III
407, 410, 417, 421, 429, 627-8, 632, 729). For the interesting but opposing
views of Jagow and Lichnowsky in July, 1914, in regard to the Austro*
German alliance, see K.D., 62, 72,

